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Introduction 25 Find places on a map
Answer quiz questions

Rivers
Maps
Ancient civilizations

Listen and find
Read and answer

Story: Pharaoh Hatshepsut 26 Understand a story about a pharaoh
Use thousand figures

Ancient Egyptian life
Daily routines
Politics

Listen, guess and summarize
Tell the story
Write the story

About ancient Egypt 30 Understand facts about ancient
Egyptian life
Work out hieroglyphs

Rivers
Pyramids
Scribes and hieroglyphs

Listen and answer
Guess, listen and check
Write in hieroglyphs

32 Compare things
Ask questions with  …? and
answer with 

Rivers
Buildings
Adjectives

Read sentences and work out rules
Ask and answer questions

33 Learn more about ancient Egypt
Summarize texts

Gods and goddesses
Ancient Egyptian life

Listen and order
Read and find meanings

34 Work out the order of a text Explorers
Discoveries

Read and order
Project task: Answer quiz questions

Lesson Page Aims Language Skills

Introduction 5 Understand an email from a friend 
about their interests

Hobbies and interests
School projects

Read and answer
Listen and answer

Story: The last day of
Pompeii

6 Understand a story about history
Tell a story
Read a poem

Volcano verbs
Jobs

Listen and answer
Listen and match
Tell a story in groups
Write the end of a story

About volcanoes 10 Understand a factual text
Speak about volcanoes

Parts of a volcano, types of 
volcano, names of volcanoes

Read and find
Listen and find
Ask and answer questions

12 Use the present simple of to be
Use the present simple of other verbs

Excursions Listen and find people
Read sentences and work out rules
Speak about what you and your classmates do

13 Learn more facts about volcanoes 
around the world

Volcanoes
Geography

Listen for special information

14 Read a legend Families
Legends

Read and answer – true or false
Project task: Write an email to a friend
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Introduction 15 Understand a letter in a magazine School life
Projects
Art

Listen and answer
Read and answer
Listen and guess

Story: The early life of
Paul Klee

16 Understand a story about a painter
Speak about photographs
Sing a song

Music
Art
School life and careers

Listen and match
Speak about people in photographs

About early modern art 20 Understand information on a website
Describe a painting

Art
Art movements

Listen and match
Read and answer
Speak about a painter and a painting

22 Use the past simple of to be
Use the past simple of other verbs

Excursions
Hobbies and interests

Read sentences and work out rules
Write or speak about an excursion you went on

23 Understand texts about famous  
painters and paintings

Art
Museums

Listen and match
Speak from notes about a painting

24 Find important information in a  
long text

Art
Museums

Read and answer
Project task: Write a letter to a friend

Ancient Egypt 253

Volcanoes 51

Art: Early modern paintings 152
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Introduction 55 Understand a travel guide about New 
Zealand

Geography
Animals and wildlife

Listen and answer

Story: Captain Cook 56 Understand a story about the 
discovery of New Zealand

History
Sailing
Discoveries

Listen and guess
Listen and answer
Speak about a special subject

About New Zealand 60 Learn about the history, wildlife and 
sports of New Zealand

Politics
Animals and wildlife
Sports

Listen and answer
Read and understand

62 Use the present continuous
Use the past continuous

Travelling
Sightseeing

Read a diary
Read sentences and work out rules
Listen and answer
Write about photographs

63 Learn more interesting facts about the 
history and geography of New Zealand

Animals and wildlife
Places of interest

Listen and find
Read and answer

64 Learn about famous New Zealanders Careers Read and answer
Project task: Plan a holiday to New Zealand 
and make a photo album

Top deck race  page 65 European Day of Languages  page 66 Chinese New Year  page 68 Earth Day  page 70

CONTENTS

 

Introduction 45 Understand the meaning of 
architecture, architects and other jobs
Answer quiz questions

Jobs
Building design and  
construction

Speak about your answers
Listen and answer

Story: The Empire State 
Building

46 Understand a story about building a 
famous building

Building processes
Building materials

Guess, listen and check
Tell the story
Tell a similar story from notes

About architecture 50 Learn about different types of 
buildings

Special features of buildings
Skyscrapers
Building materials

Listen for special words
Listen and answer
Read facts from a graph
Speak about a graph

52 Use will and won’t to talk about the 
future
Use adverbs of sequence

Building processes
Future plans

Listen and find mistakes in pictures
Read sentences and work out rules
Speak about a new classroom

53 Learn about the tallest and most 
interesting buildings in the world

Special features of buildings Read and find

54 Learn about builders Jobs Read and order
Read and answer
Project task: Write questions, hold and write 
up an interview

Lesson Page Aims Language Skills

Introduction 35 Understand the introduction of a 
project on water

Water, weather, environment Listen and find
Listen and answer

Story: A visit to a water 
project

36 Understand a story about mapping 
water in the developing world

Charity projects
Water
Technology
Materials

Listen and guess
Speak and summarize the story
Speak about a photograph

About water on Earth 40 Learn about the water cycle
Learn about global warming

Water
Environment
Geography

Speak about key terms in the water cycle
Read and complete
Listen and answer

42 Ask questions in the present simple 
and past simple and give short answers
Use adverbs of frequency

Doing a class survey
Conserving water

Listen and find mistakes
Read sentences and work out rules
Write about how often you use water

43 Learn about why we need water Health
Energy

Listen and choose the topic

44 Learn about an expedition Explorers
Geography

Read and answer
Project task: Write part of a project and
present it

Water on Earth 354

Discovering New Zealand 556

Architecture 455
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